Secure Company Information on Employee Devices: A Guide to Choosing an MDM Solution
Introduction

Mobile device management (MDM) is a category of software that monitors, manages and secures data on mobile devices within an organization. Devices in an MDM network can be corporate-owned or employee-owned, and both can work within the same system.

MDM manages device configurations and supports mobile devices as if they were desktop computers. It stores data separately from personal information via a secure Personal Information Manager (PIM). It shares and synchronizes content, applications and data across an organization’s devices. And it acts as a security gateway to applications, devices and networks, with security features such as restricting apps and outbound communications and the ability to remotely lock and wipe devices in the event of loss or theft.

MDM can streamline, improve and secure existing mobile device policies and networks across many types of organizations. Business decision makers must consider their organization’s needs carefully when choosing an MDM solution and provider.
What to Consider in a Mobile Device Management Solution

Given the basics of mobile device management, an MDM solution can be tailored and scaled to perform a variety of functions, from increasing the functionality of an Internet of Things (IoT) network to strengthening Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies in and out of the office. Business decision makers looking to adopt MDM should consider the following factors:

Business Size
The number of employees and type of office(s) affect a company’s MDM procurement decision. Smaller businesses with fewer employees might be more concerned with maintaining an effective BYOD policy, while larger organizations might prioritize inventory management and data security.

At all levels, however, an MDM program assists in managing and monitoring employee device usage: from small businesses to large corporations, the vast majority of workers already use mobile devices for work purposes, with or without formal oversight.¹

Number of Devices
Like the number of employees, the number of mobile devices used within a company affects its MDM options. Businesses with a large number of devices in use should adopt a solution that supports inventory management, content synchronization and the ability to easily manage user permissions and access to applications.

73% of organizations are currently using IoT data.

95% of executives plan to launch an IoT initiative in the near future.²

In the Field
A business with a large sales force in the field could update sales apps remotely, without requiring sales representatives to return to the office for mobile software upgrades.

The ability to remotely change permissions and wipe devices also helps manage higher volumes of hardware, including IoT equipment. An effective MDM solution can integrate IoT, desktop and mobile devices under a single umbrella.

Businesses with fewer devices, however, need to balance the probable use of personal devices against data security, employee privacy and effective device management. Currently, 67% of employees would participate in a BYOD program only if employers could not view or alter personal data and applications.³
Device Types and Usage
MDM solutions are compatible with multiple operating systems (OS), including iOS, OSX, Android and Windows. This enables companies to integrate MDM across mobile devices, desktop devices and other equipment. Companies with desktop and mobile hardware, as well as those who use multiple operating systems, should adopt an advanced device management solution that includes support across platforms and types of devices. A company with a design team that uses OSX and an accounting team that uses Windows, for example, would benefit from an advanced device management plan that incorporates multiple operating systems.

Today’s workforce is increasingly mobile, and most employees use a personal device for business purposes at least some of the time. Often, the use of personal devices is necessary: 45% of U.S. employees are required to use their personal Smartphone for work. And 87% of companies rely on employees having access to business apps from their personal Smartphones. Given these statistics, a sensible BYOD policy that prioritizes data security is the right move for a business with a remote workforce or one that uses mobile devices regularly.

45% of U.S. employees are required to use their personal Smartphones for work.

Exposure and Liability Potential
Some businesses are more vulnerable than others to exposure, liability and profit loss from data breaches and lost or compromised devices. Businesses with heavy mobile device usage can be subject to increased risk. A 2016 survey of IT professionals conducted by Crowd Research Partners found that 21% of organizations have suffered a security breach involving a mobile device. A further 37% of organizations suspected that mobile devices may have been involved in a past security breach.

Where mobile data security is a top concern, MDM protects company data and employee privacy the most. Secure PIM containers keep corporate and personal data separate on devices within an MDM network. An effective MDM solution should also limit devices from connecting to unsecured networks, as 24% of IT respondents in the above mentioned survey reported that mobile device users had connected to a malicious Wi-Fi hotspot in the past.
Levels of Mobile Device Management

There is no such thing as a “one size fits all” MDM solution. There are four categories or “tiers” of mobile device management, each with services that can benefit a variety of organizations. Each successive tier adds more functionality, and the upper levels include the features of those below. Most businesses can benefit from these basic capabilities, and many more can significantly increase productivity and efficiency by adopting an advanced solution.

1. Basic Policy Management
   - Full device wipes
   - Password protections

2. Basic Device Management
   - Full and partial device wipes
   - Public and private applications
   - Inventory management for hardware and applications
   - Basic support for iOS and Android systems
   - Volume purchase programs for mobile applications

3. Advanced Device Management
   - Comprehensive iOS and Android management
   - Desktop OSX and Windows support
   - Jailbroken device detection
   - Role-based user administration
   - User self-service portal
   - Analytics support

4. Enterprise Mobility Management
   - Mobile application wrapping: adding policies to an existing app (like user authentication and usage restrictions)
   - Software Development Kit to create custom applications
   - Personal Information Manager to separate corporate and private data
   - Secure web browser
   - Mobile content push, pull and synchronization
   - Location- and network-based restrictions
   - Single Sign-On
The 7 Elements of a Successful MDM Solution

To be truly effective, a mobile device management program should provide options for the following.

1. **Easy security policy management.** Security worries are the biggest concern for 39% of IT professionals considering MDM. To encourage buy-in from IT employees, security should be front and center.

2. **Depth of available policy criteria.** Every organization has unique needs. An effective MDM solution has enough options and policies to allow a comprehensive solution.

3. **Enforcement options.** Most employees are hesitant to adopt MDM. To guarantee adoption and adherence to MDM policies, business owners should have access to a variety of enforcement options and choose the one that best fits their company.

4. **Monitoring capability.** MDM administrators should be able to continually monitor devices, even personal devices under a BYOD program, for noncompliance – without sacrificing privacy or security.

5. **Scalability.** An MDM solution should be able to evolve and grow with a business. Business owners should choose a solution that can easily and cost-effectively incorporate more devices and new device types.

6. **Options for BYOD.** More than 80% of employers support BYOD or plan to soon. Any MDM solution should allow for the adoption and enforcement of a BYOD policy, even if one is not yet in place.

7. **Ease of updates.** Poor usability inhibits MDM adoption for 57% of employees. On-boarding, troubleshooting and system updates should be seamless and painless.
Choosing an MDM Provider

All of the above elements should be present in an MDM solution. Additionally, business decision makers should look for the following when choosing an MDM provider.

- **Ongoing sales and engineering support**
  IT personnel and support fees are among the highest costs faced by businesses. And difficulty of use is one of the biggest factors inhibiting employee buy-in. Therefore, an MDM provider should include technical support that continues well after installment.

- **Strategic direction of solution**
  Before choosing a provider, business owners must determine the specific issues to target with MDM. And the chosen provider should be able to work with the business to select a strategic, focused solution.

- **Ability to customize solutions**
  Again, there is no one-size-fits-all MDM solution. The right choice for a business is the one that includes all the functionality that is required—and nothing extraneous.

Conclusion

In an increasingly mobile business landscape, mobile device management (MDM) allows business owners to streamline and control their company’s device usage. The primary considerations when choosing an MDM solution are an organization's size, number of devices, the type and usage of those devices and the company's exposure and liability potential. A successful MDM solution includes options for BYOD, scalable growth, enforcement options and a streamlined update process. When choosing a provider, business decision makers should consider their strategic direction and their ability to find a custom solution, bolstered by ongoing support from the provider.
U.S. Cellular® offers a broad suite of MDM solutions to meet your unique business needs – all backed on a network with national coverage that works in the Middle of Anywhere.

To learn more, call 1-866-616-5587 or go to uscellular.com/business.
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